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Abstract
NOx (NO, NO2) is one of the most harmful air-pollutants from

the vehicle exhaust, resulting in a series of environmental problems
as well as severe health issues for human beings. Selective catalytic
reduction (SCR) systems offer catalytic reduction of NOx from vehicle
exhaust by using urea or ammonia. The hazardous nature of ammonia
and operational requirements to produce ammonia from urea have led
to the development of solid SCR systems using ammonia absorbents
such as halide salts. The solid SCR systems offer superior efficiency
of NOx reduction and offer potential to meet the needs of weather
(low temperatures) and driving conditions (urban driving and engine
idle) of the vehicles. One of the important factors for the application
expansion of the solid SCR systems is the development of material
processing technologies to improve the ammonia absorption and
desorption kinetics, mass and heat transfer properties and cyclic
performance of the ammonia sorbents.

In this thesis, composites of MgCl2 and SrCl2, two alkaline earth
metal halides (AEMH), were designed and structured in macroscopic
shapes and evaluated for structural integrity during ammonia absorp-
tion and desorption. Novel processing approaches were studied to
overcome structural disintegration, which could be due to, I) the
accumulation of heat of ammonia absorption and high desorption
temperature causing melting, and II) significant volume changes
accompanied with ammonia adsorption and desorption.

First, to avoid the melting spread of ammonia absorbents and
enhance the ammonia absorption kinetics, thermally conductive car-
bon materials, graphite (Gt) and graphene nanoplatelets aggregates
(GNA) were added to MgCl2 at 1 wt.%, 10 wt.% and 20 wt.% and
structured into pellets of carbon-MgCl2 composite. The structured
MgCl2 composites containing 20 wt.% carbon additives showed high
structural integrity in real-time imaging up to 1073 K, which was
above the melting point of MgCl2, with 95% mass retention. In
comparison, pure MgCl2 pellets showed melting spread and structural
disintegration. The scanning electron microscopy revealed that the
carbon materials effectively separated the MgCl2 particles and did
not allow the coalescence of the molten droplets formed above the



melting point and retained the structural integrity. Furthermore, the
thermally stable 20 wt.% GNA-80 wt.% MgCl2 (GNA20) composites
demonstrated 83% faster ammonia absorption kinetics and 73% faster
ammonia desorption kinetics in the first two minutes compared to the
pure MgCl2.

SrCl2 absorbs 8 ammonia molecules to form Sr(NH3)8Cl2, which
has 4 times larger molar volume than SrCl2. This dramatic volume
expansion and shrinkage during the absorption and desorption will
destroy the structure and disintegrate the SrCl2 into powder, which
would result in uncontrollable ammonia desorption performance and
safety risks in vehicles. To prevent the disintegration by the volume
expansion, a novel porous SrCl2 structure is designed and fabricated
with graphene oxide (GO) as a skeleton by the freeze casting process.
Porous SrCl2 structure is feasible to process with different geometries
using molds and with a wide SrCl2 loading from 0 wt.% to 96 wt.%.
The ammonia capacity of the porous SrCl2 is linearly proportional to
the SrCl2 loading. During the ammonia absorption and desorption
cycles, the graphene oxide skeleton could adjust and accommodate
volume swings owing to its porous cavities and elasticity. Moreover, 80
wt.% porous SrCl2 demonstrates 2.2 times faster kinetics in absorption
and 4.9 times faster kinetics in desorption compared with SrCl2
pellet. This SrCl2-GO structured composites demonstrate excellent
tolerance of volume swings and enhanced kinetics as a promising
ammonia storage material. Our approach and results may overcome
the challenges of structuring self-expansion and shrinkage materials as
well as on enhancing the gas sorption properties.

Keywords: ammonia, MgCl2, SrCl2, graphene oxide, porous structure
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1
Introduction

1.1 Nitrogen oxides (NOx)

1.1.1 NOx emission
NOx stands for a series of nitrogen oxides, of which nitric oxide

(NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are well-known as air pollutants.
During high-temperature fuel combustion, such as in automobile
engines, nitrogen reacts with the oxygen producing nitric oxide (NO)
according to Equation 1.1. Once NO released to the atmosphere,
it will continuously be oxidized to nitrogen dioxide (NO2) according
to Equation 1.2. According to European Union emission inventory
report, transport is the main source (47%) of the NOx emission in
Europe as shown in Figure 1.1, and the ratio of road traffic emission
is still climbing in several regions [1, 2].

N2 + O2 = 2 NO (1.1)
2 NO + O2 = 2 NO2 (1.2)

Figure 1.1: Chart of NOx sources in Europe, 2017

Zhejian Cao – Licentiate Thesis 1



1. Introduction

NOx (NO, NO2) as one of the main air pollutants, results in severe
health and environmental problems as shown in Figure 1.2. NOx

reacts with various organic compounds forming hazardous products,
such as nitrosamines, nitrate radicals, etc. These products along
with NOx itself would cause a series of environmental problems
such as acid rain, global warming, ground level ozone (smog), etc.
Furthermore, NOx and its derivatives could lead to devastating
health issues, including headache, irritation of air path, respiratory
disease, cardiovascular disease, and infections in the digestion system,
etc. Over 75 000 premature deaths in Europe are caused by NOx.
Therefore, the control of NOx emission is imminent [3–6].

Figure 1.2: Impacts of NOx to the environment and human beings

1.1.2 NOx abatement
Since transport has been the main source of NOx emission, to

reduce the consequences by NOx, the automobile emission standards of
NOx become increasingly stringent worldwide, i.e. the NOx emission of
heavy-duty diesel engines has been reduced from 8.0 g/kWh in Euro
I to 0.46 g/kWh in Euro VI standard [7]. There are two different
kinds of NOx elimination systems in vehicles, (a) the NOx-trap system
or NOx-storage reduction (NSR) system and (b) the NOx selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) system. The NSR system is mainly used
in the lighter passenger cars by trapping the NO2 as nitrite/nitrate
intermediates. While for heavier cars and trucks, the SCR system is
more favorable for its high efficiency. The SCR system uses ammonia
(NH3) as the reductant to eliminate NOx according to Equation 1.3.

2 Zhejian Cao – Licentiate Thesis



1. Introduction

NOx reacts with NH3 producing harmless N2 and H2O. Therefore, the
SCR system is one of the most popular approaches in buses and trucks
nowadays [8].

NOx + NH3 −−→ N2 + H2O (1.3)

1.2 Ammonia (NH3)

1.2.1 NH3 application
Ammonia (NH3) is a versatile material for various applications,

such as aforementioned reductants in SCR system, fertilizer, household
cleaner, hydrogen storage and so forth [9–11]. It has been one of the
most essential base materials with over around 150 million tonnes of
annual production [12]. However, it is difficult to store ammonia due
to its corrosive and hazardous nature [13]. As an odorous and colorless
gas at atmospheric pressure and room temperature, one direct storage
method for ammonia is the use of high-pressure tanks, in which
liquid anhydrous ammonia can be contained above 10 bar at room
temperature. Another commercial way to store ammonia is using
ammonia solution because ammonia is miscible in water generating
ammonium and hydroxide as shown in Equation 1.4.

NH3 + H2O −−⇀↽−− NH4
+ + HO− (1.4)

1.2.2 NH3 storage in the SCR system
Stable and adequate ammonia storage in vehicles is hard to achieve.

Aforementioned pressed tank and aqueous ammonia solution are not
suitable for the ammonia storage and delivery system (ASDS) of the
SCR system in vehicles due to the explosion risk and corrosivity. One
conventional product, AdBlue®, uses urea ((NH2)2CO) as an ammonia
carrier [14]. The AdBlue® SCR system structure is illustrated in
Figure 1.3 [15]. AdBlue® is injected to the exhaust pipeline and
by heating the urea with water, ammonia will be released according
to Equation 1.5 and then react with NOx.

(NH2)2CO + H2O
4−−→ 2 NH3 + CO2 (1.5)

However, the side product, CO2, is also harmful due to its greenhouse
effect [16]. Furthermore, the cooling trend of the exhaust lowers the

Zhejian Cao – Licentiate Thesis 3



1. Introduction

efficiency (200℃ for efficient ammonia release) and costs more energy.
Residues of urea also diminish the stability and efficiency of the SCR
system. Therefore, urea is losing its domination as an ammonia source
in the automobile SCR system nowadays [17].

Figure 1.3: Schematic structure of an SCR system with AdBlue®

ASDS [15]1

Instead, AdAmmine™ which mainly consists of alkaline earth
metal halides (AEMH), such as MgCl2, CaCl2, SrCl2, etc. become
increasingly popular recently because of numerous advantages, such as
lower thermal requirement (releasing temperature below 100℃ compared
with 200℃ of AdBlue®) [18], high ammonia capacity, solid formation,
etc. The storage mechanism of these salts is by forming metal ammine
complex step by step as shown in Equation 1.6-1.13 [19]. With
a trigonal pyramid structure, as shown in Figure 1.4, ammonia
can provide a pair of electrons to form metal ammine complex.
The equilibrium of the ammonia sorption in AEMH follows the
Clausius–Clapeyron relation according to Equation 1.14, where
Peq is the equilibrium pressure (kPa), ∆H is the enthalpy changes
(J), ∆S is the entropy changes (J·K−1) and R is the universal gas
constant (J·K−1mol−1). With the swing of temperature or pressure,
the complex could be constructed or destructed giving direct ammonia
adsorption and desorption.

MgCl2 + 4 NH3 −−→ Mg(NH3)4Cl2 (1.6)
1Adapted with permission. ©Elsevier (2015).

4 Zhejian Cao – Licentiate Thesis



1. Introduction

Mg(NH3)4Cl2 + NH3 −−→ Mg(NH3)5Cl2 (1.7)

Mg(NH3)5Cl2 + NH3 −−→ Mg(NH3)6Cl2 (1.8)

CaCl2 + 4 NH3 −−→ Ca(NH3)4Cl2 (1.9)

Ca(NH3)4Cl2 + 2 NH3 −−→ Ca(NH3)6Cl2 (1.10)

Ca(NH3)6Cl2 + 2 NH3 −−→ Ca(NH3)8Cl2 (1.11)

SrCl2 + 7 NH3 −−→ Sr(NH3)7Cl2 (1.12)

Sr(NH3)7Cl2 + NH3 −−→ Sr(NH3)8Cl2 (1.13)

ln(Peq) = −∆H
RT

+ ∆S
R

(1.14)

Figure 1.4: The schematic of ammonia molecular structure1

In industry, the metal ammine complex is contained in cartridges.
The AEMH-ammine complex is compact by compressing to enhance
space efficiency and reduce the dust explosion risk [20]. By electrical
heating the wall of the cartridges, ammonia will release, once the
pressure achieves the preset value, the control unit will start to dose
ammonia to the SCR catalyst as shown in Figure 1.5 [21]. In low-
temperature regions, to heat up the cartridges would take long time.
One approach to shorten the buffer time to 5 - 10 minutes is to
add a small startup unit, which can supply the dosing before the
main cartridges reach buffer pressure. However, with more and more
strict emission rules and standards, 5-minute NOx escaping is still a
remaining problem.

1©Wikipedia CC-BY-4.0 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonia
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.5: Schematic structure of an SCR system with AEMH
ASDS [21]1

1.3 Alkaline earth metal halides (AEMH)
Alkaline earth metals are Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ra. Among

them, Ra is radioactive and Be will form covalent bonds with Cl
instead of ionic bonds. Therefore, suitable candidates for ammonia
storage will be Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba halides. Coordinate covalent
bonds are one of the most common weak covalent bonds of ammonia-
related composition, which results from the non-bonded electron pair
as explained in Figure 1.4. For metal cations, the number of ammonia
molecules that can be absorbed is determined by the available empty
orbitals. For example, Sr2+ can form Sr(NH3)8Cl2 while Mg2+ can only
absorb 6 ammonia to obtain Mg(NH3)6Cl2 [11, 22]. Transition metals
can capture ammonia forming ammine complexes as well, however,

1Adapted with permission. ©Elsevier (2018).

6 Zhejian Cao – Licentiate Thesis



1. Introduction

releasing the ammonia from them requires high energy and some
side products will also generate. For example, Co(NH3)6Cl3 starts to
release ammonia at 200 ℃ with side products NH4Cl and N2 [23,24].
Therefore, most investigations on the ammonia storage application
focused on the alkaline earth metal halides.

1.3.1 Unary system
In 1978, CaCl2 and SrCl2 were reported as ammonia sorbents for

the refrigeration system by Schimit P.W [25]. For the automobile SCR
system application, Liu C. et al. systematically investigated AEMH
(MgCl2, CaCl2, CaBr2, SrCl2, SrBr2) performances at 298 K to 473
K under 0 to 80 kPa with both temperature swing adsorption (TSA)
and pressure swing adsorption (PSA) approaches. They concluded
that within 298 to 473 K 40 kPa TSA mode, MgClOH demonstrated
the best ammonia reversible capacity (26.1 mmol ·g−1), while with the
PSA mode of 60 kPa to 10 kPa at 298 K, only CaCl2 and SrCl2 showed
acceptable capacity of 7.1 mmol · g−1 and 4.3 mmol · g−1, respectively
[19, 26–28]. This indicated that under low-pressure regime, MgCl2 is
dominating in ammonia sorption capacity.

Zhu H.L. et al. presented a large-scale synthesis method for
Mg(NH3)6Cl2. Moreover, they also pointed out the ammonia releasing
steps of Mg(NH3)6Cl2, shown in Table 1.1. By mixing magnesium
silicide (Mg2Si) and ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) in liquid ammonia,
Mg(NH3)6Cl2 will be produced instead of MgCl2 [29]. Another report
on the feasibility of Mg(NH3)6Cl2 for SCR–DeNOx in vehicles by
Elmoe T. D. et al. indicated it is simple, safe, and with high ammonia
capacity to use it as the storage material [30].

Table 1.1: Thermal desorption data of the magnesium chloride
hexammoniate [29] 1

However, the decomposition of MgCl ·H2O to MgClOH during
the drying process impedes applying aqueous methods to modify

1Adapted with permission. ©American Chemical Society (2009).
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MgCl2 [30]. Furthermore, in the ASDS system, the cartridge requires
relatively higher pressure so that the ammonia can be pushed to the
SCR system. Therefore, more focus shifts to SrCl2 by its relatively
low desorption temperature (around 80 ℃ ) and high molar capacity
(7 mol NH3 per SrCl2 at the first step) as shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Desorption process of Sr(NH3)8Cl2

The ammonia capacity by these AEMH was also discussed with
hydrogen storage field. Metal ammine complexes showed compet-
itiveness with other methods as shown in Figure 1.7 [11, 31].
Noteworthily, the Mg(NH3)6Cl2 and Ca(NH3)8Cl2 demonstrate higher
volumetric capacity than liquid NH3, which provides a promising
stable and efficiency of hydrogen storage in the future.

Figure 1.7: 10 kg of hydrogen storage with 8 different
reservoirs [31] 1

The kinetics has been reported as one drawback of AMEH as
ammonia carriers. In the cold start of the vehicles, it takes a long

1Adapted with permission. ©Royal Society of Chemistry (2008).
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time for the tank to warm up and give enough ammonia dosing [32].
Nowadays, a compromising way to shorten the ammonia buffer time in
the industry is to add a small start-up unit [33]. Before the main large
cartridge reaches the minimum dosing pressure, the start-up cartridge
could generate a quick ammonia supply. Afterward, the start-up unit
will be refilled when the main cartridge starts working. However, it
could take up to 5 min under low-temperature circumstances [34–36].
Therefore, improving the kinetics of the AEMH as ammonia carriers
is one of the main tasks.

One research on the kinetics of AEMH has been reported that the
surface adsorption is fast than the bulk absorption in SrCl2 due to
different energy barriers as shown in Figure 1.8 [22].

Figure 1.8: Model describing the absorption of ammonia through a
stable adsorbed state [22]1

Apart from kinetics, the melting and volume expansion problem
were also mentioned in different literature. According to Equation
1.6-1.8, it will release 384.3 kJ energy per mole Mg(NH3)6Cl2
formation [28, 37]. If the heat transfer is not efficient, it will cause
a temperature increase of 1217 K based on the heat capacity of
Mg(NH3)6Cl2 [38], which exceeds the melting temperature of MgCl2
(987 K) [39]. The desorption of the last ammonia molecule for stable
dosing in Equation 1.6 requires heating to 923 K, resulting in risks
for melting as well [30].

1Adapted with permission. ©AIP publishing (2013).
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1. Introduction

The volume expansion is caused by compositional and structural
changes during the chemisorption. Both MgCl2 and SrCl2 expand 4
times after saturation ammonia absorption [30, 40]. These dramatic
volume change will result in disintegration to the AEMH as shown
in Figure 1.9, which impedes the development of using AEMH as
ammonia sorbents in other applications.

Figure 1.9: Schematics showing the decomposition of
(a)Mg(NH3)6Cl2 to (b)Mg(NH3)2Cl2 the to (c)MgCl2, resulting in

different level of voids/pores [41]1

1.3.2 Binary system
Apart from just using one AEMH, binary AEMH systems were also

studied. It was reported that CaCl1.33Br0.67 had excellent ammonia
capacity with 27.1 mmol · g−1 in the TSA mode and 16.4 mmol · g−1

in PSA mode with the same aforementioned experimental range as
for the unitary system after comparing MgCl2 –CaCl2, CaCl2 –SrCl2,
CaCl2 –CaBr2, and SrCl2 –SrBr2 systems. From the XRD results, the
authors also concluded that with the same anions, the AEMH would
not form solid solution by the aqueous mixing methods [19, 26, 28].
However, Due to the chemisorption mechanism of AEMH to capture
ammonia, theoretically the equilibrium ammonia capacity will depend
on the amount of AEMH instead of its structure [19,42]. Therefore, the
binary system will be more practical interesting in specific applications
or environments. For automotive SCR, the full range of the capacity
is desired, so the binary AEMH system is less favorable to investigate
in terms of ammonia capacity.

1Adapted with permission. ©Elsevier (2007).
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1. Introduction

1.3.3 Composites based on AEMH
Investigation of carbon materials as additives to the AEMH system

was reported recently. Yan T. et al. studied the CaCl2/MWCNT
(multi-walled carbon nanotubes) composite sorbent for the refrigera-
tion system. The composite was made by an aqueous method with 80
wt% salts, 20 wt% MWCNTs. The sorption capacity was around 50.5
mmol·g−1 at 298 K 0.744 MPa. The authors also believed the addition
of MWCNT into the chemical sorbent can avoid the agglomeration and
prevent the adsorption performance attenuation of reactive salt [43].

ENG (expanded natural graphite) was added into the AEMH
system with Al@C (nanoparticle of carbon-coated aluminum) [44]
and SA (sulfuric acid) treatment [21], respectively. The thermal
conductivity increased by adding the ENG-Al@C which could enhance
ammonia releasing efficiency. Wang Z.X. et al. concluded that with
the AEMH-ENG-SA composite system, NH4Cl and NaBr had too high
working pressure, and BaCl2 showed the worst ammonia capacity so
that they are not suitable for the SCR system of vehicles.Veselovskaya
et al. used vermiculite as a matrix with BaCl2 for investigation of the
dynamics of quasi-isobaric ammonia sorption/desorption [45].

1.3.4 Summary
AEMH shows superior performance in ammonia storage for au-

tomobile SCR in both high capacity and low releasing temperature
aspects. Among them, CaCl2, MgCl2, and SrCl2 show the excellent
ammonia capacity. Several composites based on AEMH are reported
without large enhancement on capacity. Instead, the thermal conduc-
tivity and mechanical agglomeration were improved. The research
emphasis should focus on solving the melting, volume expansion
problems and the kinetics of ammonia absorption and desorption.

A detailed data sheet for ammonia storage material was collected
by Fulks G. et al. shown in Table 1.2 [32].

Zhejian Cao – Licentiate Thesis 11
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1. Introduction

1.4 Porous materials

Unlike the chemisorption mechanism in AEMH, porous materials
offers physisorption which shows many unique properties, such as
high kinetics, lower release temperature, low density, etc., with which
they are widely utilized for catalysis, gas adsorption, gas separation
applications and so forth. There are three main classifications of
porous materials according to the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). They are microporous materials with
pore diameters of less than 2 nm, mesoporous materials with pore
diameters between 2 nm and 50 nm, and macroporous materials with
pore diameters of greater than 50 nm. Particularly for ammonia stor-
age applications, typical porous materials, such as carbon materials,
zeolites, and metal organic frameworks (MOF), have been studied and
reported.

1.4.1 Carbon

Carbon materials are one of the most common materials in our
daily life due to its sufficient elements occurrence and mature industry
manufacturing process. Moreover, with different treatments, carbon
material can be easily modified, such as activation of the carbon,
graphenization, etc. The feasibility of carbon materials for ammonia
storage has been investigated by several groups.

Liu C.Y. et al. studied activated carbons with different surface
treatments. According to the results, they concluded that at 323K
80 kPa, the ammonia adsorption capacity is high (around 4 mmol ·
g−1) with the oxidation treatment (HNO3, H2SO4) rather than the
reduction one (H2, capacity around 1 mmol · g−1), besides adding
metal oxide (CuO, NaOH) will also enhance the ammonia adsorption
performance. Table 1.2 lists the specific surface area and elemental
concentration of the treated activated carbon [19,46–48].
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Table 1.2: Specific surface area and elemental concentration of
activated carbon with different surface treatments [46]1

The influences of carbon precursor (Honeywell, Goodfellow), geom-
etry (granular, foam) and heat treat oxidation on ammonia adsorption
were discussed by Wójtowicz M. A. et al. More than 30 carbon
sorbents were tested and they concluded that oxidation at 350 ℃
would be the optimal temperature of heat treatment with 60%
ammonia capacity increased [49].

Other carbon materials were most studied as additives instead
of the main component. e.g. Yan.T et al. measured the pure
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (CNT) which was not comparable to
the alkaline earth metal halides [43]. When it comes to graphene,
most researches focused on the ammonia sensors, which by capture
ammonia the electronic property of graphene will be tuned [50–53].

Apart from as ammonia sorbents, carbon materials, especially
nano-carbon materials, have been used as reinforcement additives
in several applications due to their extraordinary high thermal
conductivity, high surface area, easy accessibility in industry [54].
Furthermore, a novel 3-dimensional structure of graphene oxide (GO)
and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) as shown in Figure 1.10 also
provides an approach to fabricate macroporous materials [55]. By
freeze casting methods, the ice template sublimates, remaining the
porous structure with extraordinary mechanical properties as shown
in Figure 1.11 [56].

1Adapted with permission. ©Springer Nature (2002).
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Figure 1.10: Schematics showing the fabrication process of
graphene monolith by freeze casting method [55]1

Figure 1.11: Schematics showing the flexibility of the graphene
monoliths with compression [56]2

1.4.2 Zeolite
Zeolites are initially natural aluminosilicate minerals with diverse

microporous structures as shown in Figure 1.12. They are, however,
produced on a large scale nowadays in the industry because of their
wide usage in catalysts and adsorption fields. Apart from that, by
choosing different structures and ion exchange treatment, zeolites

1Adapted with permission. ©John Wiley and Sons (2016).
2Adapted with permission. ©Springer Nature (2012).
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could be adjusted with manifold properties, including ammonia
adsorption [57].

Figure 1.12: Schematics showing the structure of Faujasite (FAU)
framework1

Y-zeolites (FAU) were investigated by Liu C.Y. et al. Metal nitrate
was used as the ion sources in solution with NaY for fabricating
the ion-exchanged Y-zeolites (K-Y, Rb-Y, Cs-Y, Co-Y, Cu-Y). The
specific surface area and ammonia capacity were collected in Table
1.3, from which they concluded that Cu-Y presented the best
ammonia adsorption capacity and Cs-Y showed the excellent cycle
performance with 99% reversible ammonia [19,46,47].

1©IZA-SC http://www.iza-structure.org/
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Table 1.3: Specific surface area and ammonia capacity for different
ion-exchanged Y-zeolites [46]1

Clinoptilolite, a natural zeolite, was reported as the ammonia
remover for the aqueous solution by Du Q. et al. They pointed out
that it took 4 h to remove all the ammonia in 200 mL ammonium
chloride solution with concentration 2.1 mg/L. Moreover, the optimal
solution pH for high removal efficiency was studied at 6 by batch
experiments [58–60].

The ammonia adsorption properties on poultry litter of Cuban
zeolite and Brazilian zeolite were demonstrated by Nuernberg. G.
B. et al. They found the Cuban zeolite was 4 times efficient than
Brazilian zeolite due to the higher specific surface area [61]. There are
also several groups investigating the ammonia adsorption performance
on zeolite for the SCR catalysts instead of ASDS [62,63]. As activated
carbon, recently the zeolites are also most employed as additives or
templates with salt for refrigeration system [64].

1.4.3 Metal organic framework (MOF)
Metal organic frameworks (MOF), as a 3-dimensional crystalline

organic and inorganic hybrid material, consists of metal ions and
organic linkers. The pore size and the chemical properties could
be tuned by choosing various linkers. Saha D. et al. compared
the ammonia adsorption performance of MOF-5 and MOF-177 in
both equilibrium and kinetic ways. They found at 298 K MOF-177
demonstrate a larger ammonia capacity compared to MOF-5 below
150 torr, but both absorbed the same (12.2 mmol · g−1) when the
pressure went to 800 torr [65]. The mechanism and the adsorption site

1Adapted with permission. ©Springer Nature (2002).
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of MFM-300 for ammonia storage were discussed as shown in Figure
1.13, which demonstrates ammonia capacity of 15.7 mmol ·g−1 at 273
K and 1 bar [12].

Figure 1.13: Schematics showing the ammonia adsorption sites in
MFM-300 [12]1

The composites of MOF and graphene (G) or graphene/graphite
oxide (GO) were researched by several groups because of their synergic
effect. MOF-5 mixed with graphite oxide (5 wt%) by Petit C. et al.
was reported and the ammonia capacity is demonstrated in Table
1.4 [66]. The unique layered texture was formed in the novel MOF-5-
GO composite which gives a synergy enhancement.

1Adapted with permission. ©John Wiley and Sons (2018).
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Table 1.4: Ammonia breakthrough capacity of different samples,
ED for environmental dry and EM for environmental moist [66]1

With the same principle, the HKUST-1-GO [67] and MIL-100(Fe)-
GO [68] composites were investigated as well by the same group.
HKUST-1-GO showed a higher ammonia adsorption capacity, while
MIL-100(Fe)-GO presented a more stable structure [67–69].

1.4.4 Summary
Ammonia storage by porous materials has been investigated with

carbon materials, zeolites, and MOF for a long period. According
to most literature, the specific surface area and pore size could
influence the ammonia capacity. Besides, for the carbon material,
adding functional groups by appropriate surface treatment will sig-
nificantly enhance the storage performance. Considering zeolites, the
microstructrure as well as the metal cations influence the ammonia
capacity. When it comes to MOF, the environmental moisture, the
composition of the metal ions and linkers will influence the final
performance. However, the ammonia capacity (less than 25mmol·g−1)
of the aforementioned porous materials is much lower than it (above
50 mmol · g−1) of AEMH.

In short, ammonia carriers for ASDS by pure porous material
demonstrates an insufficient capacity compared to AEMH. The trend
is utilizing these porous materials as additives or templates combining
the salts system or forming composites themselves for a better
ammonia storage performance. A detailed comparison between
popular porous ammonia storage materials was plotted by Harry G.
et al. as shown in Figure 1.14.

1Adapted with permission. ©Royal Society of Chemistry (2009).
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Figure 1.14: Comparison of different porous materials as ammonia
sorbents [12]1

1Adapted with permission. ©John Wiley and Sons (2018).
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1.5 Challenges and objectives
The main goal in this project is to find or fabricate enhanced

ammonia storage materials, especially in SCR applications. With
a detailed literature study for the state-of-art of NOx emission
standards, SCR system, and various ammonia storage materials, there
are several challenges in this thesis work.

First,Is that possible to avoid the melting of the AEMH or prevent
the spread due to melting during the absorption and desorption of
ammonia? The melting of AEMH happens when there is a heat
accumulating during the exothermic ammonia absorption reaction
or the high temperature thermal desorption process. The molten
AEMH will spread resulting in a structural damage and also bring the
risk of blocking the ammonia dosing pipelines. Therefore, a thermal
structural stable AEMH system is desirable as ammonia carriers in
SCR systems.

Second, Can we build a robust structure to compensate the nature
of AEMH in volume swing during absorption and desorption of
ammonia? The molar volume of the MgCl2 and SrCl2 expand over 4
times after ammonia absorption. This dramatic volume change will
disintegrate irreversibly the structure of AEMH into powder, resulting
in uncontrollable ammonia sorption performance and also the risk of
dust explosion in the vehicles. However, the volume swing of the
AEMH comes from the nature of the reaction. Therefore, instead
of avoiding the volume changes, one of the rational approach could
be a robust structure which can endure the volume swing during the
ammonia cycles.

Thirdly, How to elevate the kinetics of AEMH in the absorption and
desorption of ammonia? In low temperature regions and the urban
divining conditions, it takes long time to supply sufficient ammonia
dosing due to low kinetics of the ammonia carriers. During the buffer
time of the ammonia, the NOx could escape and lead the difficulty to
meet the increasingly stringent emission standards.

Based on these challenges as well as the requirement of current
automobile solid SCR systems, carbon materials are introduced
to form composites with AEMH, particularly MgCl2 and SrCl2.
The thermal structural stability (melting), volume expansion and
the kinetics of ammonia absorption and desorption will be studied
and discussed. By modifying and optimizing the carbon-AMEH
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composites and understanding their mechanism, this thesis is aimed
to achieve enhanced ammonia storage materials for the SCR system as
well as providing novel approaches to other gas sorption applications.

1.6 Outline of the thesis
This licentiate thesis consists of 4 chapters.
Chapter 1 Introduction summarizes the background of this study

and the reported materials for ammonia storage as well as their
different characteristic factors. The challenges and objectives of this
thesis are also discussed.

Chapter 2 Methodology describes the fabrication process of the
materials and specimens as well as the characterization methods used
in this thesis.

In Chapter 3, the main results and information of the appended
papers are summarized with a short paragraph as well as a graphic
summary.

Chapter 4 gives a conclusion of the results of this thesis work. The
future work in this project is also discussed.
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Methodology

2.1 Materials design and fabrication

2.1.1 Pelletization
In order to achieve compact-structured materials as in the current

industrial approach, the raw AMEH and composites were pelletized
by a laboratory hydraulic press (Manual Hydraulic Press – 15Ton,
Specac, England). As shown in Figure 2.1, The MgCl2 and carbon
additives were homogenized by ball milling for 2 hours in a protective
argon atmosphere to minimize the interaction of MgCl2 with water
vapors and O2 from the air with the ratio listed in Table 2.1. The
obtained carbon-MgCl2 composites, as well as the pure MgCl2 (Paper
I ) and the pure SrCl2 (Paper II ), were consolidated into green bodies
at a load of 2.5 Ton and 4 Ton for 4-mm and 8-mm diameter dies,
respectively.

Figure 2.1: Process flow of pelletization. The MgCl2 and carbon
additives homogenized by ball milling. The obtained mixture is
transferred to a compression die, following with the load from a

laboratory hydraulic press.
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Table 2.1: The composition of MgCl2-carbon composites and their
abbreviation

MgCl2 content 1.0 wt.% 10.0 wt.% 20.0 wt.%
Graphite Gt1 Gt10 Gt20
Graphene GNA1 GNA10 GNA20

2.1.2 Freeze casting
The porous graphene oxide (GO) skeleton and porous SrCl2 were

fabricated by a freeze casting process (Paper II ) as shown in Figure
2.2. The SrCl2 was added to graphene oxide aqueous dispersion
with different mass ratio listed in Table 2.2. The obtained mixture
was homogenized with ultrasonication overnight and then transferred
to stainless steel molds with different shapes, following with liquid
nitrogen freezing from the bottom of the molds. Afterward, the
frozen sets were placed into a freeze-dryer (SCANVAC, LaboGenes,
Denmark) for 48-hour freeze-drying under vacuum. The obtained
porous structures were subsequently annealed at 300°C for one hour,
under argon gas protection in a tube furnace (Nabertherm).

Figure 2.2: Fabrication process of porous GO and SrCl2 by freeze
casting. The SrCl2 and GO suspension are homogenized by

ultrasonication. The obtained mixture is transferred to molds with
different geometries, following with a freeze-drying process.
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Table 2.2: The composition of porous SrCl2 and their abbreviation

SrCl2 content 0 wt.% 20 wt.% 50 wt.% 80 wt.% 96 wt.%
Abbreviation GOS PS20 PS50 PS80 PS96

2.2 Characterization

2.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is one of the most popular

approaches to obtain morphological information in material science.
With a wide magnification range, we are able to observe feature
size from hundreds of micron down to nanometer scale. Particularly
in the thesis, SEM is utilized for comparing the pellet structure
before and after melting (Paper I ) and porous SrCl2 structure before
and after ammonia absorption and desorption. Based on different
resolution requirements, SEM-JSM-IT300LV with tungsten filament
as the electron source, (JEOL GmbH, Germany) and Magellan 400
XHR-SEM with field emission gun as electron source (FEI Company,
Eindhoven, Netherlands) are applied. All AMEH samples were coated
with 15 nm platinum by Leica EMAVCE 200 to avoid the electron
charging due to their low electrical conductivity.

2.2.2 In-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD)
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a common method to determine the

crystal structure. By in-situ XRD, we are able to monitor the
crystal changes under different circumstances, e.g. the temperature
and atmosphere, etc. Herein, the phase stability of MgCl2 (Paper
I ) and SrCl2 (Paper II ) powder was characterized in-situ by a Cu
Kα radiation X-ray diffractometer (Empyrean, PANalytical, United
Kingdom) associated with a high-temperature oven-chamber (HTK
1200 N, Anton Paar GmbH), from 298 K to 873 K with a heating
ramp of 10 K/min in a vacuum and air atmosphere.

2.2.3 Surface area analysis
The specific surface area based on Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)

theory is one of the most typical criteria to evaluate porous materials.
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The BET surface area of the samples was measured by N2 adsorption
at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) with surface area analyzer
(Gemini VII 2390, Micromeritics, Norcross, USA), with sample-
degassing pretreatment at 573 K vacuum overnight.

2.2.4 Ammonia absorption and desorption
The ammonia absorption and desorption test on MgCl2 (Paper I )

and SrCl2 (Paper II ) were executed on different machines due to there
different saturated pressure at room temperature.

For MgCl2, a simultaneous thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) /
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermal analyzer (SDT 650,
TA instruments, USA) was utilized for ammonia sorption tests at 1
bar. The obtained pellets were first degassed at 673 K with argon
and then heated to 1073 K for mass retention test. For the ammonia
sorption process, the composites were first degassed at 673 K under
Ar flow, once the sample cools down to 298 K, the protective gas
was cut off following a 100 mL/min NH3 flow for the absorption
measurement until saturation. Ammonia desorption was characterized
under both argon and ammonia atmosphere. In the argon atmosphere
case, the ammonia flow was switched off after saturation and replaced
by Ar flow (50 mL/min), with a heating rate of 10 K/min from 298
K to 308 K then held isothermally. For desorption under ammonia
atmosphere, the NH3 atmosphere was maintained after absorption and
the temperature increased to 473 K with a heating rate of 10 K/min.
Afterward, the specimens were cooled down with argon protection to
298 K, following with the same sorption and desorption process in
ammonia atmosphere. We repeated the procedure 3 times for the
characterization of the cycling performance.

For SrCl2,The ammonia absorption and desorption capacity were
characterized by IsoSORP® sorption analyzer (TA instruments), which
includes a magnetic suspension balance, an electrical heater, a
thermostatic oil bath, and a chemistry diaphragm vacuum pump. All
samples were degassed at 400°C under vacuum for 3 hours, following
a buoyancy test with helium at 22°C to determine the mass and
volume of each sample. Afterward, the ammonia absorption capacity
was measured with ammonia dosing from vacuum to 3 bar until the
standard deviation of mass was less than 0.1 mg per 10 minutes and
then back to vacuum for desorption at 22°C. 3 cycles were repeated
for each specimen.
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2.2.5 Thermal melting test
The thermal stability of the pressed pellets (Paper I ) was tested

with a heating ramp of 10 K/min to 1073 K, in argon atmosphere
(1 bar, 100 mL/min) in a tube furnace (Nabertherm). The real-time
structural change of the specimens during heat treatment in the tube
furnace was recorded with a complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS) camera (HDR-CX900E, SONY) at a speed of 100 frames per
second.

2.2.6 Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP)
Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) is a technique to determine

the pore size distribution and pore volume of the materials. A
mercury intrusion porosimetry (Micromeritics AutoPore III 9410) was
measured with the pore diameter interval from 3 nm to 110 µm.

2.2.7 X-ray microtomography (XMT)
X-ray microtomography (XMT) is another a technique for mor-

phological analysis. However, XMT provides opportunity for 3-
dimensional structural analysis. The tomography images of the porous
SrCl2 microstructure were obtained by a ZEISS Xradia 510 Versa (Carl
Zeiss X-ray Microscopy, Pleasanton, CA, USA).
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3
Summary of the
appended papers

3.1 Paper I
Carbon-reinforced MgCl2 composites with high
structural stability as robust ammonia carriers for
selective catalytic reduction system
Zhejian Cao, Nicolas Grimaldos Osorio, Xiaoping Cai, Peizhong Feng,
Farid Akhtar
Journal of Environmental Chemical Engineering 8.1 (2020): 103584.

Figure 3.1: Schematic showing different melting levels with
different carbon content and the ammonia diffusing path by GNA.

In this paper, two main problems of MgCl2 as ammonia carriers,
melting and low kinetics, were studied and discussed with MgCl2-
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carbon composites. Carbon additives, graphite (Gt) and graphene
nanoplatelets aggregates (GNA) were added to MgCl2 at 1 wt.%,
10 wt.% and 20 wt.%. With ball milling and hydraulic pressing,
the MgCl2-carbon composites were pelletized for thermal melting
test and ammonia ad- and desorption test. According to the real-
time recording in the tube furnace at 1073 K, we observed that
with 20% carbon additives, the pelletized composites maintained their
structure with 95% mass retention, while the pure MgCl2 completely
melted and disintegrated. Carbon materials separated MgCl2 so
that the molten MgCl2 cannot form a large droplet to spread out.
However, if the content of carbon materials is too low or the mixing
is not homogeneous enough, the pellet structure will still partially
spread out. Furthermore, the 20 wt.% GNA-80 wt.%MgCl2 (GNA20)
composites demonstrated enhanced kinetics in both absorption and
desorption of ammonia, which is 83% faster in ammonia absorption
and 73% faster in desorption in the first two minutes compared to the
pure MgCl2. The BET surface area and mercury intrusion porosimetry
results explain the kinetic elevation by the GNA by introducing extra
reaction surface and nanopores as the diffusion path for ammonia.
The enhancement of both structural stability and kinetics make the
GNA20 composite a robust ammonia carrier. The possible explanation
of the enhanced performances was validated and discussed by different
approaches.

Contributions: Developed the research idea, performed most of the
experiments, analyzed the results and played a lead role in writing the
manuscript.
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3.2 Paper II
A Novel Porous SrCl2 Structure Scaffolded by
Graphene Oxide as Ammonia Sorbents
Zhejian Cao and Farid Akhtar
Manuscript

Figure 3.2: Schematic showing the fabrication process of GO
skeleton and porous SrCl2 through ultrasonic mixing, freeze-drying,
and thermal-annealing process. (a) Schematic illustration of the

ammonia ab- and desorption process in porous SrCl2. (b) Schematic
illustration of the ammonia ab- and desorption process in SrCl2

pellet.

This article focuses on solving the volume expansion and low kinetics
of the SrCl2 as ammonia carriers. Each SrCl2 uptakes 8 ammonia
molecules, resulting in 4 times volume expansion. This dramatic
volume change during the ammonia sorption impedes the application
of SrCl2 by leading a challenge in structuring the SrCl2. Herein,
we report a novel porous SrCl2 structure with a flexible SrCl2 load
of 0 to 96 wt.% , scaffolded by graphene oxide (GO) skeleton. 80
wt.% porous SrCl2 (PS80) maintained macro- and microstructure after
three ammonia sorption cycles, whereas 100 wt.% SrCl2 pellet (SP100)
completely disintegrated. Moreover, the sorption kinetics doubled in
80PS comparing with 100SP. The enhancement of the surface area
introduced more surface adsorption in 80PS, resulting in the elevation
of the kinetics. This uniformed porous SrCl2 demonstrates robust
structural stability countermining volume swing by self-adjusted
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“breathing” as well as extraordinary kinetics in ammonia sorption.
Our approach and results may cast light on the obstacles of structuring
self-expansion and shrinkage materials as well as on enhancing the
kinetics of gas sorption.

Contributions: Developed the research idea, performed the exper-
iments, analyzed the results and played a lead role in writing the
manuscript.
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4
Concluding remarks
and Future work

4.1 Conclusion
The results obtained during this thesis work demonstrate that the
MgCl2-carbon and SrCl2-GO composites with enhanced performance
are promising ammonia carriers for automobile solid SCR systems.
Particularly, the three main problems for AEMH as ammonia carriers
in SCR systems are successfully solved, i.e., thermal structural sta-
bility (melting), disintegration by volume expansion, and low kinetics
of ammonia absorption and desorption. Different carbon materials,
including graphite(Gt), graphene nanoplatelets aggregates(GNA) and
graphene oxide(GO), were designed as additives to the AEMH matrix.
The influence of the different carbon materials and their content were
discussed.

Thermal structural stability (melting)
The thermal structural stability, particularly the melting phenomenon,
was studied based on the MgCl2-carbon composites. According to
the obtained results of the molten spread, DSC and SEM, with 20
wt.% carbon and homogeneous mixing, both MgCl2-Gt and MgCl2-
GNA composites maintained their structures with 95% retention after
heated up above the melting temperature of MgCl2. The molten
MgCl2 droplets were separated by the carbon materials so that they
cannot fuse together to spread out. However, if the mixing is not
homogeneous, or the carbon content is not enough, such as tested 0
wt.%, 1 wt.% and 10 wt.%, the disintegration caused by the molten
spread is still observed.

Disintegration by volume expansion
The novel porous SrCl2 structure with GO as the skeleton was
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successfully designed and fabricated. The volume expansion of the
SrCl2 is compensated by the pore cavity and the elasticity of the GO
skeleton within 80 wt.% SrCl2 load. However, once the SrCl2 load
it too high, e.g. 96 wt.%, the GO skeleton cannot hold the volume
expansion resulting in irreversible disintegration.

Kinetics
The 20 wt.% GNA-80 wt.%MgCl2 (GNA20) composites demonstrated
enhanced kinetics by introducing more ammonia diffusing path. GNA
shows 83% faster in ammonia absorption and 73% faster in desorption
in the first two minutes compared to the pure MgCl2. When the porous
SrCl2 structure introduced, the kinetics increases significantly. In the
first cycle, PS80 demonstrates 120% faster in ammonia sorption and
390% faster in ammonia desorption compared to the SP100. This
dramatic enhancement in kinetics is attributed to the increasing of
the exposed SrCl2 surface, which provides rapid surface adsorption.

Overall, this thesis work successfully provides research and solution
on the three main problems for AEMH as ammonia carriers in
SCR system by using MgCl2-carbon and SrCl2-GO composites. The
mechanism behind the enhanced properties are also investigated and
explained. This thesis work also provides novel approaches for other
gas absorption and desorption system to achieve a stable structure as
well as high kinetics.
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4.2 Future work

Based on the obtained results, there are some directions based on
AEMH-carbon composites remaining for investigating.

• Thermal structural stability (melting) for porous struc-
tures
According to the MgCl2-carbon results, with 20 wt.% carbon
additives (both Gt and GNA), the pellet structure maintains
even above the melting temperature of MgCl2. Therefore, it is
interesting to investigate if the 20 wt.% GO skeleton will also
bring thermal stability. This test requires strict protective gas or
vacuum environment because the air inside the pores is difficult
to remove.

• Porous structure to the whole AEMH system
The success of porous SrCl2 fabrication cast the light on the
other AEMH, such as porous MgCl2 and CaCl2. The feasibility
of fabrication on other porous AEMH structures needs more
validation.

Apart from AEMH-carbon composites system, other physical sorbents
also demonstrate potential as ammonia carriers. Especially, physical
sorbents can provide a continuous ammonia dosing, while AEMH
starts ammonia dosing until the cartridge temperature reaches the
decomposing temperature as shown in Figure 4.1. Based on the
physical sorption, there are several promising materials as ammonia
carriers.

• Zeolites
Zeolites are very friendly to be structured, such as granulation.
By ion-exchange, and even impregnating the AEMH, it is
possible to optimize and combine the physical adsorption and
chemical absorption.

• Metal organic frameworks (MOF)
Unlike zeolites, both the cations and linkers are feasible to adjust
for ammonia storage in MOF.
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Figure 4.1: Ammonia desorption curves of MgCl2, 13X and H13X
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A B S T R A C T

Novel carbon-MgCl2 composites were designed as robust ammonia carriers for selective catalytic reduction
(SCR) system, with graphite (Gt) and graphene nanoplatelets aggregates (GNA) as additives to MgCl2. The cy-
lindrically pelletized composites manifested high structural stability above the melting temperature of MgCl2
with 95 % mass retention, whereas the pure MgCl2 pellets completely lost their structural integrity. With the
support of carbon additives, molten MgCl2 in the composites was isolated and retained the sample-to-holder
angle of 90°, contrary to pure MgCl2 of 5.7° contact angle at 1073 K. Furthermore, the composites demonstrated
rapid ammonia sorption and desorption kinetics, due to the enhanced surface area and creation of additional
microporosity. Our results demonstrated that 20 wt.% GNA-80 wt.% MgCl2 (GNA20) composite presented 83 %
faster kinetics in ammonia sorption and 73% faster in the first-2-minutes of desorption compared to the pure
MgCl2. The enhancement of both structural stability and sorption kinetics makes the GNA20 composite a robust
ammonia carrier.

1. Introduction

Nitrogen oxides (NO, NO2) have severe impact on the environment
and human health. One of the main sources of NOx emissions is diesel
vehicles [1–3]. Emission standards, therefore, has become increasingly
stringent worldwide, i.e., the NOx emission of heavy-duty diesel engines
has been reduced from 8.0 g/kWh in Euro I to 0.46 g/kWh in Euro VI
standard [4]. Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system is one of the
most popular approaches to eliminate NOx onboard by using ammonia
(NH3) as reductant [5–8]. To meet the ever-increasingly strict standards
on NOx emission, SCR system requires higher NOx conversion effi-
ciency. Ammonia storage unit has been one of the restriction factors for
the NOx conversion efficiency because of insufficient ammonia dosing
rate and the corrosive and hazardous nature of ammonia [9]. Further,
the lack of stable and efficient storage methods impedes various other
potential applications based on ammonia, such as using ammonia as
environmental-friendly clean fuel [10,11]. Therefore, a reliable am-
monia storage and delivery system is of high desire.

One conventional ammonia storage material for SCR system is
known as AdBlue®, a 32.5 wt.% aqueous urea ((NH2)2CO) solution
[12,13]. With the heat of exhaust, urea hydrolyzes and releases am-
monia and undesired side-product CO2 according to Eq. (1) [14].
However, the conversion efficiency of AdBlue® has been decreasing due

to the low-temperature trend of the exhaust these years [15]. Mean-
while, alkaline earth metal halides (AEMH), such as MgCl2, SrCl2, and
CaCl2, have emerged as a competitive alternative for ammonia storage
featuring high sorption capacity and simple dosing system. In such
materials, ammonia molecules are stored stably in the form of metal
ammine complexes and can be thermally desorbed according to Eqs.
(2)–(4) [16]. When the ammonia pressure in the cartridge reaches the
preset value in the control unit, ammonia gas is dosed to the SCR re-
actor directly through the pipeline. With direct ammonia dosing, the
SCR working range can be extended to low-temperature regime [17].
Among all the AEMH, MgCl2 demonstrates the highest gravimetric
absorption capacity at atmospheric pressure [18–20]. Furthermore,
MgCl2 was reported as promising ammonia sorbent for other applica-
tions as well, such as environmental-friendly fuel [21], thermochemical
batteries [22,23]. Therefore, MgCl2 emerges wide appeal as an am-
monia carrier. Nonetheless, during the ammonia adsorption/desorption
process in practical cases, the AEMH could be molten or even evapo-
rated, leading to the attenuation of the cycle performance and risk of
blocking the pipelines. According to Eqs. (2)–(4), it will release
384.3 kJ energy per mole Mg(NH3)6Cl2 formation [24,25]. If the heat
transfer is not efficient, it will cause a temperature increase of 1217 K
based on the heat capacity of Mg(NH3)6Cl2 [22], which exceeds the
melting temperature of MgCl2 (987 K) [26]. The desorption of the last
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ammonia molecule for stable dosing in Eq.(2) requires heating to 923 K,
resulting in risks for melting as well [19]. Furthermore, the first de-
composition step of Mg(NH3)6Cl2 requires heating to 388 K [27].
Consequently, NOx could escape before the salt carrying ammonia
storage cartridges reach the working status. The stop-and-go nature of
vehicles will accumulate a large amount of NOx emissions by this es-
cape; therefore, the ammonia buffer time needs to be minimized.+ → +(NH ) CO H O 2NH CO2 2 2

Δ
3 2 (1)+ ⇌MgCl NH Mg(NH )Cl2 3 3 2 (2)+ ⇌Mg(NH )Cl NH Mg(NH ) Cl3 2 3 3 2 2 (3)+ ⇌Mg(NH ) Cl 4NH Mg(NH ) Cl3 2 2 3 3 6 2 (4)

Nowadays, a compromising way to shorten the ammonia buffer time
in the industry is to add a small start-up unit. Before the main large
cartridge reaches the minimum dosing pressure, the start-up cartridge
could generate a quick ammonia supply. Afterward, the start-up unit
will be refilled when the main cartridge starts working. However, it
could take up to 5min under low-temperature circumstances [28,29].
Carbon materials, especially nano-carbon materials, have been used as
reinforcement additives in several applications due to their extra-
ordinary high thermal conductivity, high surface area, easy accessibility
in industry [30,31] Yan, et al. proposed that multi-walled carbon na-
notubes (MWCNT) could reduce the agglomeration of CaCl2, giving a
better cycling performance in ammonia adsorption [32]. Wang et al.
reported that expanded natural graphite enhanced the permeability and
thermal conductivity of CaCl2 system [33]. However, the kinetics in the
first 5 min and the thermal structural stability of the composites have
been rarely discussed. Therefore, it is of scientific and commercial in-
terest to apply the carbon additives in MgCl2 system. Particularly,
graphene, a nano-carbon material with superior properties in many
aspects, should be introduced to the composites. Unlike other AEMH,
anhydrous MgCl2 is hard to achieve by heating the MgCl2 hydrates.
Instead, MgOHCl and MgO will form after continuously heating
MgCl2·2H2O [34,35]. Herein, we report novel carbon-MgCl2 composites
with two different carbon additives, graphite (Gt) and graphene na-
noplatelets aggregates (GNA) with an anhydrous ball milling process.
The influence on the structural stability of the carbon additives was
studied and compared with different additive content. The 20wt.%
carbon-80 wt.% MgCl2 composites demonstrated remarkable thermal
structural stability with above 95 % mass retention. Additionally,
20 wt.% GNA-80 wt.% MgCl2 (GNA20) composite illustrated excellent
sorption kinetic performance and rapid ammonia release in the low-
temperature regime.

2. Experimental

2.1. Material preparation

Graphite (APS 7−11 μm, 99 % purity, Alfa Aesar) and graphene
nanoplatelets aggregates, GNA, (sub-microparticles, surface area 500
m2/g, Alfa Aesar) were added to magnesium chloride (anhydrous, 99 %
purity, Alfa Aesar) in compositions of 1.0 wt.%, 10.0 wt.% and 20.0 wt.
%, respectively. The mixtures were homogenized using ball milling for
2 h in protective argon atmosphere to minimize the interaction of
MgCl2 with water vapors and O2 from the air. The obtained carbon-
MgCl2 composites, as well as the raw materials, were consolidated into
green bodies by a laboratory hydraulic press (Manual Hydraulic Press –
15Ton, Specac, England) at a load of 2.5 Ton and 4 Ton for 4-mm and 8-
mm diameter dies, respectively.

2.2. Characterization

The microstructure of the composites was characterized using

scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JSM-IT300LV, JEOL GmbH,
Germany). Phase stability of MgCl2 powder was characterized in-situ by
a Cu Kα radiation X-ray diffractometer (Empyrean, PANalytical, United
Kingdom) associated with a high-temperature oven-chamber (HTK
1200 N, Anton Paar GmbH), from 298 K to 873 K with a heating ramp of
10 K/min in vacuum and air atmosphere. The thermal stability of the
pressed pellets was tested with a heating ramp of 10 K/min to 1073 K,
in argon atmosphere (1 bar, 100mL/min) in a tube furnace
(Nabertherm). The real-time structural change of the specimens during
heat treatment in the tube furnace was recorded with a complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) camera (HDR-CX900E, SONY) at a
speed of 100 frames per second. A simultaneous TGA/DSC thermal
analyzer (SDT 650, TA instruments, USA) was utilized for both thermal
behavior and ammonia sorption tests at 1 bar. The obtained pellets
were first degassed at 673 K with argon and then heated to 1073 K for
mass retention test. For the ammonia sorption process, the composites
were first degassed at 673 K under Ar flow, once the sample cools down
to 298 K, the protective gas was cut off following a 100mL/min NH3

flow for the absorption measurement until saturation. Ammonia deso-
rption was characterized under both argon and ammonia atmosphere.
In the argon atmosphere case, the ammonia flow was switched off after
saturation and replaced by Ar flow (50mL/min), with a heating rate of
10 K/min from 298 K to 308 K then held isothermally. For desorption
under ammonia atmosphere, the NH3 atmosphere was maintained after
absorption and the temperature increased to 473 K with a heating rate
of 10 K/min. Afterwards, the specimens were cooled down with argon
protection to 298 K, following with the same sorption and desorption
process in ammonia atmosphere. We repeated the procedure 3 times for
the characterization of the cycling performance. The BET surface area
of the samples was measured by N2 adsorption at liquid nitrogen
temperature (77 K) with surface area analyzer (Gemini VII 2390,
Micromeritics, Norcross, USA), with sample-degassing pretreatment at
573 K vacuum overnight. A mercury intrusion porosimetry
(Micromeritics AutoPore III 9410) was measured with the pore dia-
meter interval from 3 nm to 110 μm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thermal structural stability

Carbon additives, graphite (Gt) and graphene nanoplatelets ag-
gregates (GNA), with different weight fractions, 1 wt.%, 10 wt.%, and
20wt.% were added to MgCl2 salt (denoted as Gt1, Gt10, Gt20, GNA1,
GNA10, and GNA20, respectively) to produce robust ammonia carriers.
Carbon additives were mixed homogeneously in the MgCl2 matrix in a
simple and industry-friendly ball milling process carried out in pro-
tective argon atmosphere to avoid the interaction of MgCl2 salt with the
water vapors that can lead to the formation of MgCl2·6H2O, MgOHCl
and MgO as impurities [19]. The in-situ XRD data of the MgCl2 powder
(Supplementary Information, Fig. S1) show that the crystal structure of
MgCl2 is retained up to 873 K under vacuum, whereas, in case of air
atmosphere, MgO is produced above 773 K. Following the in-situ XRD
data, argon was used for the thermal treatment of the uniaxial pressed
cylindrical green bodies of MgCl2, MgCl2-Gt and MgCl2-GNA compo-
sites from room temperature to 1073 K, which was above the melting
temperature of MgCl2 987 K [36], with a heating rate of 10 K/min for
the evaluation of the structural stability. As shown in Fig. 1, spread
molten parts (highlighted ellipses) were observed in pure MgCl2, Gt1,
and Gt10 composites, while no melt spread from Gt20 composite was
observed. Similar results were obtained for GNA composites (Supple-
mentary Information, Fig. S2). These results indicate that the addition
of 20 wt.% carbon additive to MgCl2 provides the structural stability at
high temperature among the designed composites.

To have a further understanding of the thermal behavior of the Gt20
and GNA20, live image recording during heating (Supplementary
Information, Video.1) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) were
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carried out. The recorded images in Fig. 2(a), with the rise of the fur-
nace temperature from 1043 K to 1073 K, show that the pure MgCl2
pellet starts to melt and loses the structural integrity, while the Gt20
and GNA20 composites show the signs of melting by the change of color
of the samples but the macrostructure of the tablets were retained in-
tact. At 1073 K, the contact angle of pure MgCl2 pellet drops to around
5.7° from 90°, while the cylindrical pellets of Gt20 and GNA20 de-
monstrates better structural stability with sample-to-holder angle of
90°. Thermal behavior of the pellets was studied with a simultaneous
thermal analyzer. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), according to the DSC curve,
the melting peaks are close at 994 K in pure MgCl2, 1001 K in Gt20 and
1000 K in GNA20 and all the melting peaks end around 1015 K, which
confirms MgCl2 melting happened for all the compositions. The nor-
malized enthalpy of pure MgCl2, Gt20, and GNA20 is 772 J/g, 417 J/g
and 398 J/g, respectively. Gt20 and GNA20 had lower integrated heat
absorption because of no specific heat sorption contribution from the
20 wt.% carbon component in the composites. Moreover, less agglom-
eration of the MgCl2 by the carbon additives will reduce the heat
sorption so that the normalized enthalpy of Gt20 and GNA20 will be
lower than 80 % of it in the pure MgCl2. GNA has smaller particle size
providing a better deagglomeration effect than graphite, giving a
slightly lower enthalpy in GNA20.

The mass retention of the carbon-MgCl2 composites was listed in

Table 1. The mass retentions were measured on an external balance
without the spread molten part. The pure MgCl2 pellet was completely
molten after 1073 K, therefore, the mass retention is not available (NA).
For Gt20 and GNA20, 95 % of the mass remained in the structure. The 5
% mass loss consists of the evaporation of the molten MgCl2 from the
surface of the pellets and some impurities, according to their TGA
curves (Supplementary Information, Fig. S3). According to SEM images
of pure MgCl2, Gt20 and GNA20 composites in Fig. 3, MgCl2 particles
are of fractal shape in all specimens at 298 K in Fig. 3(a)–(c). After the
heat treatment at 1073 K, MgCl2 particles interconnect in MgCl2 ag-
glomerate as shown in Fig. 3(d), while in both Gt20 and GNA20 com-
posites, MgCl2 demonstrates incomplete interconnections and rounded
edges in Fig. 3(e) and (f). This indicates that MgCl2 particles in the

Fig. 1. Pellets of pure MgCl2, and Gt1, Gt10, Gt20 composites. The pellets show melting in pure MgCl2 and the composite pellets show different levels of melt spreads
after 30min during 1073 K heat treatment under argon atmosphere and illustrated schematically on the right. The salt spread of the molten parts are highlighted by
dashed ellipses in pure MgCl2, Gt1 and Gt10.

Fig. 2. (a) Recorded images of different pellets in the tube furnace under argon atmosphere protection with a heating rate of 10 K/min to 1073 K. (b) DSC curves of
different pellets with a heating rate of 10 K/min to 1073 K under argon atmosphere.

Table 1
Mass retention of pellets after thermal treatment under argon atmosphere.

Material Sample mass at 673 K
(mg)

Sample mass at 1073 K
(mg)

Mass retention (%)

MgCl2 40.5 NA NA
Gt20 43.5 41.4 95
GNA20 52.9 50.3 95
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composites have been molten but not fully connected to form a large
droplet to break the pellet structure. Due to the isolation of MgCl2
particles from neighboring MgCl2 particles with the addition of carbon
materials, the MgCl2 particles form micron size droplets separated by
carbon materials, preventing the coalescence of molten MgCl2 and
maintain the structure of the pellets. However, if the content of carbon
additive is too low or the mixing is not uniform enough, the droplets of
the molten MgCl2 will coalesce and could not provide support to the
structure by isolation of the molten salt and result in the destruction of
the pellets, e.g., with low graphite additives, Gt1 pellet would com-
pletely destruct and Gt10 pellet would partially spread as shown in
Fig. 1. Both Gt20 and GNA20 showed great structural stability at high
temperature, which would reduce the molten fluid issue and lower the

risk of blocking pipelines and attenuation of the ammonia carriers.

3.2. Ammonia sorption and desorption

The ammonia sorption and desorption tests were carried out on a
simultaneous thermal analyzer. All specimens were degassed at 673 K
and cooled down to 298 K with argon protection. Raw carbon materials
have ammonia adsorption capacity of 1.7mmol/g for GNA and almost
zero for graphite. Therefore, the equilibrium ammonia capacity of
componsites reduced from 58.9 mmol/g for pure MgCl2 to 46.8 mmol/g
for Gt20 and 47.7mmol/g for GNA20 composites, attributed to the
relatively low ammonia capacity of carbon materials (Supplementary
Information, Fig. S4). Since the ammonia capacity is proportional to the

Fig. 3. SEM images of pellets (a) MgCl2 at 298 K; (b) Gt20 at 298 K; (c) GNA20 at 298 K ; (d) MgCl2 after heat treatment at 1073 K; (e) Gt20 after heat treatment at
1073 K; (f) GNA20 after heat treatment at 1073 K.

Fig. 4. The ammonia sorption curves for pure MgCl2, Gt20, and GNA20. (a) Ammonia sorption percentage at 298 K at 1 bar with 100mL/min ammonia flow; (b)
Ammonia desorption percentage at 308 K at 1 bar with 50mL/min argon flow; (c) Ammonia desorption percentage at a heating rate of 10 K/min from 298 K to 473 K
at 1 bar with 100mL/min ammonia flow; (d) Zoom in of (c) from 10.5min to 13.5 min; (e) 3 cycles of ammonia sorption percentage at 298 K at 1 bar with 100mL/
min ammonia flow; (f) 3 cycles of ammonia desorption percentage a a heating rate of 10 K/min from 298 K to 473 K at 1 bar with 100mL/min ammonia flow.
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ratio of MgCl2 in the composites, the lower mass fraction of the carbon
additives is feasible to maximize the adsorption capacity. According to
the effect of carbon additive in Fig. 1, however, to achieve a stable
thermal structural stability, 20 wt.% carbon is required in the compo-
sites. In order to study the kinetic performance, the ammonia sorption
percentage (ASP) was normalized with the saturation of ammonia up-
take according to Eq. (5), where m0 is the initial sample mass and ms is
the saturated sample mass. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the GNA20 reached
95 % ASP at approximately 6.4 min compared to 9.9 min for Gt20 and
11.7 min for pure MgCl2.= −−m m

m m
ASP

s

0

0 (5)

The saturated absorbed samples were characterized for desorption
under both argon atmosphere and ammonia atmosphere. The ammonia
desorption percentage (ADP) was normalized as ASP according to Eq.
(6). = −−m m

m m
ADP s

s 0 (6)

Argon, a noble gas, has less chance to react with the carbon-MgCl2
composites as well as most of the exhaust gases. Therefore, it is a po-
tential purge gas for ammonia desorption in different applications
[37,38]. The ADP results at argon atmosphere are shown in Fig. 4(b).
Samples were heated from 298 K to 308 K at a heating rate of 10 K/min
and then held isothermally at 308 K. During the isothermally holding at
308 K from the period 15min–30min, the linear slope of the uptake
curves of pure MgCl2 and Gt20 composite is almost the same while for
GNA20 the linear slope of the uptake curve show faster adsorption in
comparison to pure MgCl2 and Gt20 composite. Analogous to that,
during desorption, the GNA20 composite is dominant in ammonia re-
leasing in the starting period. In the first 2 min, GNA20 demonstrated
the highest ADP with 3.72 %, which is 11 % higher than 3.36 % in Gt20
and 73 % higher than 2.15 wt.% in pure MgCl2.

The ADS curves of samples heated from 298 K to 498 K with 10 K/
min under ammonia atmosphere is shown in Fig. 4(c). The kinetic
performances of all three specimens are similar in the first 10min.
When the temperature reaches to 405 K, massive ammonia started to
release by the decomposition regime of Mg(NH3)6Cl2 according to Eq.
(4). When focusing on the decomposition regime as shown in Fig. 4(d),
it was observed that Gt20 and GNA20 took 2.0min to complete the first
step of ammonia releasing, which were 15 % faster than of the pure
MgCl2, 2.3 min.

MgCl2 demonstrates more than 4 times volume change after the
ammonia sorption, so that the samples became fluffy after the sorption
and desorption cycles [19]. In industry, the ammonia carriers are
compressed into bulk at the first time, afterwards resorption cycles are
applied. Therefore, we have followed the same principle as the real
ammonia dosing system to simulate the cyclic performance tests. After
the sorption and desorption under ammonia atmosphere, the samples
were tested with the same program for 3 cycles. The ammonia ab-
sorption capacity was stable in 3 cycles and proportional to the ratios of
MgCl2 for all the samples (Supplementary Information, Fig. S6(a). The
kinetics of ammonia sorption and desorption were faster than the first
cycle since the volume expansion of the carriers introduced more sur-
face sorption, which is faster than the bulk sorption [39]. The kinetics
stabilized after the second cycle when the volume became stableTa
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Table 3
Characteristics comparison between raw material and composites.

Material BET surface
area (m2/g)

Porosity (vol.
%)

Cumulative pore volume with pore
diameter below 10 nm (mm3/g)

MgCl2 3 6 0
Gt20 5 6 0.2
GNA20 97 22 14.2
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(Supplementary Information, Fig. S6 b and c). Fig. 4(e) and (f) illustrate
the ASP and ADP of all samples in cycle 3. From ASP and ADP curves as
well as the data in Table 2, the GNA20 maintained the fastest kinetics of
both sorption and desorption after 3 cycles.

3.3. Physical properties

To comprehend the mechanism of kinetics enhancement, several
characterizations were applied to the raw materials as well as the
composites, including Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and
mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). GNA demonstrated higher sur-
face area 461m2/g than 11m2/g of graphite, which results in the
highest surface area 97m2/g in the composite of GNA20 compared to
Gt20 and pure MgCl2, as listed in Table 3. The pore size distributions of
the pelletized samples are shown in Fig. 5. GNA20 had the highest
porosity at 22 vol.%, which is attributed to the high porosity of the
GNA. Furthermore, when it comes to the pore diameter range between
1 nm–10 nm, only GNA20 demonstrates considerable cumulative pore
volume around 14.2 mm3/g, which is attributable to the nano-sized
gaps in the GNA, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Since the dynamic diameter of
ammonia molecule is 0.26 nm [40], the elevation of the surface area
and the porosity in GNA20 provides extra channels for the ammonia gas
and reduces the agglomeration of the MgCl2 [32], as illustrated in
Fig. 5(c). These extra channels will perform as diffusing paths to en-
hance the mass transfer during ammonia sorption/desorption and raise
the gas permeability of the composites [41,42]. Additionally, Jiang,
et al. reported that the thermal conductivity of the AEMH composites
increased with the increase of carbon content [43]. Since ammonia
sorption and desorption in MgCl2 are exothermic and endothermic re-
actions, the increase of thermal conductivity in the composites will
promote the heat transfer, resulting in rapid kinetics during ammonia
storage and releasing process [44,45]. During the ammonia sorption
process, integrated normalized enthalpy were 4188 J/g, 3242 J/g and
3220 J/g for MgCl2, Gt20 and GNA20, respectively. The enthalpy re-
sults correspond their MgCl2 ratio. Interestingly, the GNA20 demon-
strated the fastest heat release (Supplementary Information, Fig. S5).
This study opens up the possibility for molten salts systems to use nano-
carbon materials as reinforcement in structural integrity as well as
other physical properties, such as surface area, microporosity, rapid
kinetics.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, carbon-MgCl2 composites with different carbon
content were successfully obtained by an anhydrous ball milling pro-
cess. The pellets of Gt20 and GNA20 showed extraordinary structural
integrity up to 1073 K, whereas Gt1, Gt10, GNA1, and GNA10 had
molten spread of different degrees. 20 wt. % carbon additives provided

isolation of the MgCl2 particles and prevented the coalescence of
molten salt. Therefore, the composites retained their pelletized struc-
tures above the melting temperature of MgCl2. Besides, due to the en-
hancement of the macroporous structure, the kinetics of GNA20 com-
posite was enhanced in both ammonia sorption and desorption, 80 %
faster than pure MgCl2 to the saturation of ammonia, and 15 % faster
during the first decomposition regime of Mg(NH3)6Cl2 at 405 K.
Additionally, GNA20 demonstrated extraordinary ammonia releasing
rate with argon purging below 308 K in the first 2 min, which could
provide a potential solution to shorten the ammonia buffer time. The
cycling performance of the samples were verified, all specimens de-
monstrated a boost in the kinetics due to the volume expansion during
ammonia sorption. GNA20 maintained its leading position for the ki-
netics of ammonia sorption and desorption after 3 cycles.
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S1: In-situ XRD patterns of the MgCl2  

 
Figure S1. In-situ XRD patterns of the MgCl2 powder from 373K to 873 K, (a) under vacuum atmosphere; (b) under 

air atmosphere. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



S2: Images of GNA composites after thermal treatment 
 

 
 

Figure S2 Pellets of pure MgCl2, GNA1, GNA10, GNA20 were molten and destructed at different levels after 30 
minutes of heat treatment at 1073 K under argon atmosphere, spread molten parts, highlighted by dash circles, were 

observed in pure MgCl2, GNA1. 

 
 

S3: TGA curves of the Gt20 and GNA20 from 673 K to 1073 K 

 
Figure S3 TGA curves of the Gt20 and GNA20 samples, the mass retention was recorded from 673 K to 1071 K. 

 
 
 



S4: The ammonia sorption capacity of the MgCl2, Gt20 and GNA20 
 

 
Figure S4 The ammonia sorption curves for pure MgCl2, Gt20, and GNA20 at 298 K and 1 bar with 100 mL/min 
ammonia flow. 

 
 
S5: DSC curves for the MgCl2, Gt20 and GNA20 specimens during ammonia sorption 

 
 

 
Figure S5 DSC curves for the MgCl2, Gt20 and GNA20 samples during ammonia sorption at 298 K and 1 bar with 
100 mL/min ammonia flow. 




